Radish FOCUS
Shunkyo Semi-Long

Shunkyo Half-Long supplies a double harvest; tangy, tender
salad greens and spicy-sweet roots! This beauty originates from
Northern China. The soft green, pink-stemmed foliage can be
harvested for salads. Be sure to leave the younger leaves so the
hot pink, carrot-shaped root can develop. The roots are smooth
and have a crisp white interior. Harvest at a baby size or allow for
full size maturity. Plants are slow bolting and easy to grow.
• Elongated roots are 4-5 inches long
• Attractive Asian-type
• Can be sown throughout the year

Radish / Specialty

Variety

Type

Days to Maturity
from Direct Seed*

Shunkyo Semi-Long

Specialty

30-35

Top Length

Root Characteristics

Uses & Remarks

10-14 inches
(25 - 36 cm)

Cylindrical, tapered

The slow-bolting, pink-stemmed tops are also edible
and can be grown for baby greens mixes.

= Open Pollinated. * Days to Maturity are an approximation and may fluctuate due to varying planting times, location and conditions.

DISCLAIMER: Claims and other disclosed information are based on our observations and/or information from other sources. Crop performance depends on the interaction between the genetic potential of the seed, its physiological
characteristics, the environment, including management, and other uncontrollable factors that may alter expected performance. Triploid hybrid watermelon varieties will on occasion produce empty white seed coats or hard, dark
undeveloped seeds and, therefore, are not warranted to be completely “seedless”. Statements concerning the reaction of varieties to a specific pathogen, pest or stress are based on evaluation under defined conditions. These reactions
can be affected by changes in environmental and biological factors, especially new pathogen races, pest biotypes or vectors of disease agents. Therefore, we give no warranty, express or implied, for crop performance relative to the
information given; nor do we accept any liability for any loss, direct, indirect, or consequential, that may arise from any cause. Read all seed package labeling carefully to understand the terms and conditions of sale.
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